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A N A LYS I S A N D TES TIN G O F S YS TE M S A N D 
SU B S YS TE M S TO DE TE R M IN E O P TI M U M PROTEC TIO N
Element Lightning Technologies engineers and technicians are 
recognized experts in the field of lightning protection. The electrical 
characteristics of the different types of lightning flashes, and the 
resulting surges and fields from a strike, are complex.

Engineers have found that to study the effects of lightning upon a 
structure or system, it is most efficient to isolate the components of the 
lightning waveforms and electrical/magnetic fields and to evaluate their 
effects through individual simulations. Our lab includes specialized and 
unique equipment to simulate all the electrical characteristics of natural 
lightning as well as the transients it induces in electrical and electronic 
systems.

From avionics to military equipment, our lightning testing gives 
manufacturers the data they need to produce robust components and 
systems designed to remain operational even when surges resulting 
from lightning strikes occur.

S I M U L ATIO N A N D M O DE LIN G FO R DIREC T & IN DIREC T 
E FFEC T S LIG HTN IN G
Simulation and Modeling of structures and systems, to complement our 
testing capabilities. We use the COMSOL Multiphysics platform. This 
is useful when we are assisting with designs of protection for as-yet 
unbuilt structures or equipment. We have the advantage that we have 
everyday familiarity with how lightning currents behave throughout 
airframes and other structures, and so can validate our models (and 
know when modeling is not needed).

P I T T S F I E L D

ELEMENT LIGHTNING TECHNOLOGIES CENTER 
OF E XCELLENCE
We house one of the most complete lightning-simulation laboratories 
in the world and rank as an international leader in the development 
of sophisticated lightning protection systems for customers in the 
aerospace industry as well as for industrial complexes, golf courses, 
wind turbine farms, theme parks and other high-risk locations. Our 
operation includes both 14-foot and 25-foot tall generators.

DESIGN PROTEC TION FOR ALL K INDS OF 
AIRCR AF T & OTHER APPLIC ATIONS
We provide design services for all kinds of aircraft Including fixed wing, 
helicopters and eVTOL as well as wind turbines, ships employing carbon 
fiber and any facility that can experience damage from lightning strikes. 
We have long standing experience with compliance with applicable 
airworthiness regulations and test standards published by FAA, EASA, 
RTCA, and the IEC standards applicable to wind turbines. We also know 
how to design for compliance with the IEC and NFPA standards for 
ground-based facilities.

Element Lightning Technologies has provided lightning protection 
design and validation for major aircraft and space vehicles and launch 
facilities including NASA Space Shuttle and KSC launch complexes. 
Additional clients include: GE, FAA, Hamilton Sundstrand, NASA’s 
Kennedy Space Center, Walt Disney World’s Epcot Center, Typhoon 
Lagoon, and Animal Kingdom parks.

E L E M E N T  L I G H T I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S
Element Lightning Technologies in Pittsfield, Massachusetts is an international leader in the development and verification of successful lightning 
protection for customers in the Aerospace, Wind, Solar, Maritime, Electric Power Generation and transmission, Oil and Gas, and many other 
industries.

Founded in 1977 as Lightning Technologies (“LTI”), Element Lightning Technologies in Pittsfield has been a leader in the development and updating of 
lightning simulation and testing standards for aircraft and wind turbine protection ever since. We developed the aircraft lightning transient analysis 
(“LTA”) testing method now in wide use worldwide.

Our 20,000 square foot facility is one of the most complete lightning-simulation laboratories in the world with generators capable of producing up 
to 2.4 million volts and 200,000 amperes and others - capable of simulating all the standard lightning-induced transients applicable to aerospace and 
ground-based equipment and systems.
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D E L I V E R I N G  I N N O V A T I V E  P R O D U C T  T E S T I N G  A N D 
C E R T I F I C A T I O N  S O L U T I O N S

P I T T S F I E L D

To accommodate very large test specimens, direct effects tests are 
performed in facilities like Lightning Technologies’ indoor high-bay 
laboratory that measures 80 x 100 feet.

IN DIREC T E FFEC T S LIG HTN IN G TES TIN G
Lightning and Transient (Indirect Effects) Tests of Electronic Systems 
and Equipment for aircraft and other systems performing critical 
functions. We conduct these tests at Element Lightning Technologies in 
Pittsfield, Massachusetts as well as at our customers’ facilities around 
the world, since it is sometimes more efficient for us to transport 
our test equipment, which is configured for travel, than to transport 
customer systems to our laboratory. We conduct these tests at all of 
the standard waveforms and transient levels. We can apply both the 
individual transient tests to equipment and the Multiple Stroke/Multiple 
Burst1 waveform sets to systems or subsystems. Whereas other testing 
companies also perform these tests, we bring knowledge of the physics 
of indirect effects mechanisms, the origins of the test methods, and the 
protection design methods. We offer test planning services that help 
our customers apply the correct tests and often avoid unnecessary 
testing, or failures. We have many years of experience with real-world 
lightning strike experience of aircraft and ground-based systems. 

The indirect effects of lightning are caused primarily by earth-voltage 
rises that occur when the flash dumps charge into the earth and by the 
intense electromagnetic field associated with the flash. These fields and 
earth-voltage rises have enough energy to cause component damage up 
to a kilometer or more from the actual strike.

Indirect effects are most commonly induced into system 
interconnecting cables and may damage or upset electronic 
components. Element Lightning Technologies has been at the forefront 
of indirect effects test method development for many years. These 
methods are defined in IEEE, ANSI, SAE, EUROCAE, US MIL-STDs and 
many industry and company standards and specifications.

The indirect effects testing lab includes many specialized devices for 
complete field and transient analysis, from the level of individual circuits 
to completely operational interconnected systems. Typical indirect 
effects tests include pin injection, transformer injection, capacitive 
injection, ground-circuit injection and field immersion techniques.

EDUC ATION AND TR AINING
We have prepared a series of in-depth courses to assist engineers and 
technicians in designing effective lightning protection for facilities, 
aircraft, and avionics. We currently offer three in-person courses:

• Lightning Protection of Aircraft

• Lightning Protection of Avionics

• Lightning Protection of Wind Turbines.

Training events are presented at our facility in Pittsfield, Mass and vary 
from three to five days. We also conduct training at our customers’ 
facilities worldwide.

Our finite element analysis capabilities allow us to perform complex 
simulations to accurately model the interaction of lightning with 
a variety of aircraft and avionics components for our customers. 
By decomposing complex CAD-generated objects into meshable 
geometrical shapes, we are able to accurately portray the lightning 
environment on high fidelity renditions of real objects.

M U LTIPLE S TRO K E A N D M U LTIPLE B U R S T
The flickering seen in a lightning strike to the ground actually is caused 
by a series of current strokes, the electrical characteristics of which are 
called multiple stroke. On the other hand, inter- and intracloud lightning 
has very different electrical characteristics, referred to as multiple 
stroke and multiple burst, and require that aerospace electronic 
systems that perform critical or essential functions be tested against 
the effects of both types of lightning. We have the most versatile facility 
for both multiple stroke and multiple burst testing.

S TATIC E LEC TRICIT Y
We perform many types of static electricity tests. These procedures 
simulate the range of static effects: from those occurring on aircraft 
that can exceed 100,000 volts to the small, but potentially hazardous 
voltages, produced by manufacturing and material handling operations.

RES E A RCH A N D DE V E LO PM E NT
Our capabilities include R&D for designs of new lightning protection 
methods and products for advanced air vehicles, systems, equipment 
and materials. We have collaborated with several small businesses 
in seeking funding and support for US Government Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) grants through Phase II and beyond. We 
look forward to working with you to achieve similar success.

D IREC T EFFEC TS LIGHTNING TESTING AT 
ELEMENT LIGHTNING TECHNOLOGIES
Lightning Physical (Direct Effects) Test to determine the effects of 
lightning on a wide variety of materials, structures and fuel systems 
can be conducted in our high voltage (HV) and high current (HC) 
laboratories in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. These are conducted in 
accordance with the SAE ARP 6514 and EUROCAE ED 105 standards 
and are applied for protection design and development as well as 
certification.

The direct effects of lightning include the physical damage due to the 
attachment of the very hot (20,000°C) and high current (250,000+ 
amperes) lightning channel. These effects include the burning 
and shattering of materials and the direct conduction of lightning 
voltages into electrical and electronic circuits resulting in burnouts of 
equipment.

Two basic types of generators are used for direct effects testing: High 
voltage, Marx-type impulse generators produce voltages and electric 
fields up to 2.4 million volts to simulate lightning leader attachment 
and surges induced on power transmission lines. The high current 
generators produce up to 250,000 amperes and include three units 
adapted to duplicate the lightning stroke, and intermediate and 
continuing current waveforms of a typical lightning strike.


